Add WMS and ArcIMS Layers to View

**DID YOU KNOW . . .** you can select WMS and ArcIMS layers for viewing alone or in combination with local map and image layers?

What Selecting WMS and ArcIMS Layers Gives You
- Choose from more than 2,000,000 layers available worldwide
- Reference layers for viewing and editing
- Search for layers by name or geographic location
- Display thread separated from local layers so not delayed by slow service
- Choose layers from any intranet or Internet site that supports these formats

How to Select WMS and ArcIMS Layers for Viewing
- Click on the Add Web Layer icon.
- Choose Web Map Service (OGC) or ArcIMS.
- Choose the desired service selected from one of MicroImages’ catalogs, directly enter the URL for the desired service, or use search capabilities.
- Choose the desired layers from the list provided by the selected service.

**WANT TO KNOW MORE?**

See the Technical Guides on

**WMS and ArcIMS Layer Selection**